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Quick Scale: Grade 9 Writing Narrative
The Quick Scale is a summary of the Rating Scale that follows. Both describe student achievement in March-April of the school year.
Stories are usually required to be carefully revised, edited, and proofread.

Aspect Not Yet Within Expectations Meets Expectations Fully Meets Expectations Exceeds Expectations
(Minimal Level)

The story is often
confusing because of
problems in logic, style,
and mechanics.

often confusing;
content may be
inappropriate
few details; often very
brief; parts may be
irrelevant

basic vocabulary;
often inappropriate
language
sentences are simple,
repetitive, or flawed

opening is not
engaging; ending
abrupt or illogical
series of related
events
often focuses on
physical qualities
of characters
may identify setting

frequent, repeated
errors in basic
language
resembles a rough
draft; errors are not
corrected

SNAPSHOT

CONVENTIONS

FORM

ST YLE

language

MEANING

The story is generally
easy to follow and
understand, but has
little emotional impact.

straightforward
detail and description
tend to be direct and
concrete

simple vocabulary;
some variety; may use
simple literary
techniques
(e.g., simile)
varied sentences

opening presents the
problem; ending is
logical
conflict developed
through a series of
events; may be
anticlimactic
characters tend to be
stereotypic
describes some
aspects of setting

some errors, but
meaning is clear
some evidence of
editing and
proofreading

The story is clear,
expressive, and flows
smoothly; may have
emotional impact in
places.

some originality and
creative development
effective detail and
description

appropriate and
varied vocabulary;
may experiment with
literary techniques
(e.g., metaphor, irony)
effective variety of
sentences

engaging opening;
believable ending
develops conflict
through believable
events; tries to create
uncertainty
characters are
revealed through their
words, actions;
dialogue seems
natural
may create mood

may have occasional
errors
carefully edited and
proofread

The story is engaging
and expressive;
creates an emotional
impact.

originality and a
strong voice
some maturity and
sophistication

precise, vivid
vocabulary,
including effective
use of literary
techniques (e.g.,
metaphor, irony)
repertoire of varied
sentence styles

engaging opening;
ending often has a
twist
develops conflict
and creates
uncertainty
characters reveal
motivations and
relationships;
dialogue is
convincing
creates mood

may make
occasional errors
when taking risks
effectively edited
and proofread


